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SINCE ITS
FOUNDING almost
thirty-five years ago, The
Forum on Workplace Inclusion® (The
Forum) has served as a convening hub
for those seeking to grow professional leadership
and effectiveness skills in the field of diversity, equity,
and inclusion (DEI) by engaging people, advancing ideas, and
igniting change. The Forum presented its annual conference virtually
in 2022. We engaged more than one thousand participants, approximately
50 percent of whom indicated they were attending for the first time. This significant
indication of the need for people to connect, engage, and learn in new ways carried
great meaning, which advanced and informed The Forum’s renewed mission,
vision, and strategic priorities for 2022 and beyond.

OUR VISION
A world where all people in all workplaces have equitable access to everything
they need to feel valued and thrive.

OUR MISSION
To convene learning experiences and forge connections that engage, advance,
and ignite bold thinking towards equitable workplace solutions for lasting impact.
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2023

THEME

COMBINING FORCESX :

Fueling Our
Collective Capacity
for Change
Our work today requires knowledgeable and responsive management of the
constantly changing forces working withand against us. Internal forces such as
people, purpose, practice, and process are met with external forces such as planet
health, political conflict, progressive technology, and a perilous economy. Our ability
to position our people to perform in the context of these forces can either propel or
prohibit positive momentum.
The promise of an equitable future relies on unyielding individual integrity and
forceful collective efforts in our work to prioritize accessibility, diversity, inclusion,
and social justice. By creating spaciousness that boosts morale and incentivizes
performance, leveraging integral relationships, combining resources for increased
energies, and building bandwidth around shared purpose we multiply our efforts
and the probability of positive change.
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OUR STAKEHOLDERS
Once a conference attended largely by HR professionals, The Forum community has grown to
include professionals with an array of roles from multiple industry sectors and geographic regions.
Our collaborative learning environment holds that all of us, regardless of our title or level of
experience, have things to learn from and with one another for our collective good and the inclusive,
equitable world we imagine.

REPRESENTATIVE POPULATIONS PARTICIPATING IN 2022

42

US STATES
Plus D.C.
and U.S.
Virgin Islands
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COUNTRIES
Australia, Brazil, Cameroon, Canada, Chile,
Cyprus, Denmark, Germany, India, Ireland,
Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan,
Poland, Singapore, South Africa, Spain,
Switzerland, Türkiye, United Kingdom, USA

TOP FIVE INDUSTRIES REPRESENTED

Consulting
Government / Military
Healthcare / Medical
Finance / Banking / Insurance
Non-profit

OUR STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
To meet the demands of our growing community The Forum declares our commitment to:

FORGE alliances to maximize engagement, accessibility, and sustainability for collective impact
CURATE innovative content that benefits the entire Forum community
GROW into a truly global community
LEAD as the most reliable and trusted source of learning for the advancement of equitable workplaces
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Engagement Opportunities
35TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE held in-person and virtually March 27-29, 2023
Necessity breeds opportunity! Convening in both an in-person and a virtual format builds on our
priorities by allowing us to:
Lead our community by continuing to push boundaries of engagement in new ways of convening
• Leverage technology to introduce new learning formats
• Feature the most relevant content and esteemed presenters and speakers free of hassle
• Provide flexibility through synchronous and on-demand access to content
• Maximize engagement through greater access to presenters and participants across the globe
•

“FORUM 365” Programming and Specialty Learning Events
2023 will bring the ongoing demand to adapt, reset, and anticipate what is required to ensure
strength and promise in new ways of working. With a refreshed and renewed commitment to
providing high quality learning opportunities and resources to our community, The Forum introduces
multiple ways to engage, connect, and learn in 2023.

Industry and Specialty Learning Events (planned and curated with Sponsor partners)
Specialty forums, exploration of industry specific issues and challenges (for example:
Healthcare, Higher Ed, Government, Non-profit, Tech)
Responsive exploration of hot topics and/or events
Diversity Executive Forum, curated for leaders at the apex of organizational success

Monthly and On-demand Learning Opportunities
Podcasts (more than 60,000 plays as of July 2022!)
Webinars (more than 8,200 registered in 2021!)

Professional Development
Professional Development Labs that develop professional competencies through
interactive learning experiences
Networking
Coaching
Peer learning opportunities

Strategic Growth Opportunities
Future-focused thought partnership for large scale impact
• Coalition building for advancing equity
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Why sponsor?
THE BENEFITS OF SPONSORSHIP ARE ENDLESS
Most importantly sponsorship of The Forum is not one size fits all. With more than forty (40) underwriting
opportunities at multiple levels to consider, your sponsorship can be tailored to suit your organization’s
budget, priorities, and interests. A sample of sponsor incentives include:
• Setting an example of life-long learning by providing your team the
opportunity to engage in bold DEI thinking
• Supporting collaborative thought partnership across business and industry
sectors essential to professional DEI development
•  Showcasing and sharing your organization’s best practices
•  Publicly endorsing your top DEI priorities
• Strengthening brand recognition with leading DEI executives, practitioners,
and companies across the globe
• G
 ranting access to DEI learning opportunities through scholarships
for students, community members, and professionals
• Advocating for DEI awareness and action within your local and
global community
• Become a Sponsor of the annual conference to demonstrate your organization’s
alignment globally around a shared DEI vision and mission
• Become a Sponsor of “Forum 365” to lead together with us by investing in activating
the collective

Become a Sponsor of the annual conference to demonstrate your organization’s
alignment globally around a shared DEI vision and missionad tog
Become a Sponsor of “Forum 365” to lead together with us by investing in activatingthe collective action
necessary for advancing positive, equitable change for large-scale impact.

Let us help you customize a sponsorship opportunity
that best benefits your organization.
Maximize your visibility. Maximize your influence. Maximize your impact.
For an overview of how your organization may align in sponsorship of The Forum contact
Steven Humerickhouse at humerick@augsburg.edu.
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Sample sponsorship packages
Customizable based on budget and alignment interests
MAXIMIZE YOUR VISIBILITY Annual conference sponsor recognition + select placement of
your organization’s name or logo
SUPPORTING SPONSOR (Benefactor, Premiere) $5,000-12,500
• Up to (2) in-person and virtual annual conference complimentary and “Forum 365” registrations
•A
 dditional discounted annual conference registrations
•O
 pportunity to provide informational or promotional item for in-person attendees ($12,500+)

Underwriting opportunities: Session Tracks--including: Critical Employment Practices, DEI Strategy,
Diversity Leadership, Global Diversity, Government, Healthcare, Higher Education, Innovation &
Transformation, Legal, Military, Non-Profit, Social Responsibility, Technology; Featured Sessions;
Forum Quarterly Newsletter; Roundtable Discussions; Wellness/Meditation Room
CONTRIBUTING SPONSOR (Executive, Signature) $17,500-25,000
•U
 p to (5) in-person and virtual annual conference and “Forum 365” complimentary registrations
• ( 1) complimentary pass can be converted to Diversity Executive Forum registration ($25,000+)
•A
 dditional discounted annual conference registrations
• ( 2) complimentary guest passes to the Welcome Reception ($25,000+)
• ( 1) complementary virtual booth in annual conference app ($25,000+)
•O
 pportunity to provide informational or promotional item for in-person attendees
•V
 isibility benefits unique to each sponsorship opportunity

Underwriting opportunities: Artist Showcase, Book Readings/Signings, Breakfasts or Breaks, Conference
WiFi or App, Diversity Awards, “Forum 365” Accessibility, Hotel Room Keys, Industry Think Tanks,
Orientation Videos, Scholarships, Spotlight Series, “Swag” Box Promotional Items
MAXIMIZE YOUR INFLUENCE Year-round sponsor recognition + select placement of logo + session host
and welcome messaging opportunities + collaborative content curation opportunities
ALIGNMENT SPONSOR (Visionary) $35,000
• ( 6) in-person and virtual annual conference and “Forum 365” complimentary registrations
• (1) complimentary pass can be converted to Diversity Executive Forum registration
• Additional discounted annual conference registrations
• (3) complimentary guest passes to the Welcome Reception
• (1) complementary virtual booth in annual conference app
• Opportunity to provide informational or promotional item for in-person attendees
•B
 enefits unique to each sponsorship opportunity that maximize influence and resources

Underwriting opportunities: Conference Accessibility, DEI Coaching, Forum Website, Hospitality/Tailored
Swag Opportunity, Presenter Travel and Accommodations, Professional Development Labs, Trend Talks,
Welcome Reception
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COLLABORATIVE SPONSOR (Champion) $50,000
• (8) in-person and virtual annual conference and “Forum 365” complimentary registrations
• (2) complimentary passes can be converted to Diversity Executive Forum registration
• Additional discounted annual conference registrations
• (4) complimentary guest passes to the Welcome Reception
• Up to (10) VIP reception guest invitations
• ( 1) complementary virtual booth in annual conference app, opportunity for an in-person organizational

display
• Opportunity to provide informational or promotional item for in-person attendees
• Top-tier advertising, recognition, and stage presence

Underwriting opportunities: Conference Platform, General Session, Diversity Executive Forum, Marketplace
of Ideas, Podcasts, Registration, Webinars
MAXIMIZE YOUR IMPACT Year-round strategic growth partner recognition + prominent placement of
logo + media interview opportunities + executive learning and development opportunities + collaborative
collective impact opportunities
STRATEGIC SPONSOR (Presenting, Lead) $75,000+
• Up to (12) complimentary year-round programming registrations
• Customized benefits package

Underwriting opportunities: Annual Conference Lead Sponsor, Annual Conference In-Person Lead
Sponsor, Annual Conference Virtual Lead Sponsor, Collaborative Development of Forum 365 Learning
Formats, Customized underwriting package, One-Day Fall Conference Lead

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES
We welcome discussion of new ideas which support The Forum community, our sponsor companies, and
participating organizations!
• Advertising opportunities
• Forum On-Demand Video Library
• Interactive/Experiential Exhibit opportunities
• Media/PR
• Trade opportunities
• And more!

Let us help you customize a sponsorship opportunity
that best benefits your organization.
Maximize your visibility. Maximize your influence. Maximize your impact.
For an overview of how your organization may align in sponsorship of The Forum contact
Steven Humerickhouse at humerick@augsburg.edu.
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